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Our Chakra Tones CD can be used in various ways.  
For instance, if you have attended a Centre for Pure 

Sound Angels of Sound playshop or a voice One  
to One with Dean you will know how to tone up the 

Major scale from the root note, or tone/overtone along 
with each of the tracks/chakra tones, using the vowel 
sounds for each chakra (as shown on the cover). Also 

you can simply play the tracks, perhaps focussing on a 
specific chakra tone to re-balance a particular chakra 

for your well being. Or simply lie down and listen to all 
the tracks to give yourself a full soundbath in your key. 

Relax and enjoy!

Physically Pure Sound has a very strong detoxifying 
effect, to avoid headaches please drink a good deal of 

good quality water after listening to this CD to flush the 
released toxins out of the body.

Please do not drive or operate machinery 
whilst listening to this CD.

All rights reserved © 2017 Dean Carter. Centre for Pure Sound 

CPS Chakra tones for each key = the Major Scale in that key plus 
the minor 6th interval for the Thymus chakra.This is a CPS ‘Organic’ 

Live Recording in Real Time of each Crystal Singing Bowl. 
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CRYSTAL BOWL 
THERAPEUTIC PURE SOUND

Pure Sound Therapy to  

re-balance and re-energise your 

body, mind and spirit with 

musician and sound  

healing facilitator  

Dean Carter (MA Oxon)

CHAKRA
Tones
In the Key of C

TO FIND YOUR KEY CONTACT
www.centreforpuresound.org

Please do Not Drive or Operate machinery whilst listening to this CD.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED COPYRIGHT © 2017 DEAN CARTER. CENTRE FOR PURE SOUND.ORG 

Out Now! - our new range of 
Crystal Bowl only CDs 

available as Chakra Tones in your Personal Key, 
the Chromatic Scale, Cycle of 4ths and Cycle of 5ths

CHAKRA TONES CD - perfect for toning the chakras 
to re-balance your body, mind and spirit using the 
sacred Sanskrit vowel sounds as shown on the cover. 
Chakra tones for each key = the Major Scale in that key 
plus the minor 6th interval for the Thymus chakra
To find your Personal Sonic Note/Key contact Dean.

Introducing our new range of 
Crystal Bowl only CDs, each 
track comprising approx 5 
minutes of an individual bowl 
played and recorded in real 
time. The Chakra Tones CDs 
represent the Major Scale 
plus minor 6th interval played 
in all the 12 keys, C, G, D, A, 
E, B, F#, C#, Ab, Eb, Bb, F. 

The CDs are perfect for toning 
up through the chakras using 
the sacred Sanskrit vowel 
sounds in the technique we’ve 
been teaching now for some 
time, and/or just listening to for 
silent meditation on each 
chakra, or through all as a 
general soundbath. Repeat 
play on a specific track will of 
course then allow you to work 
at length on a specific chakra. 
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The Therapeutic Pure Sounds of Crystal Singing Bowls, 

applied using the Yin/Yang principles of harmony, can 

facilitate the ‘Relaxation Response’, promoting the deeper 

brainwavestates associated with inspiration, meditation,  

healing, and left-and right-brain synchrony (the ‘Divine Union’ 

of spiritual alchemy), and help re-balance, cleanse and  

re-energise the chakras and aura of the subtle body,   

whilst w
orking on a cellular level on the physical.

Our Chromatic Scale CD can be used in various ways. For  

instance, if you have attended a Centre for Pure Sound  

Angels of Sound playshop or a voice One to One with Dean 

you could use the appropriate track as a root note from which 

to tone up the Major Scale in your Key. And/or play and tone 

along with each individual Chakra track in your Key. Or 

relax and listen to any individual track, or all the tracks to 

experience a Soundbath covering the full spectrum of tones 

taking you ‘across the universe’ of sound.

Physically Pure Sound has a very strong detoxifying effect, to avoid 

headaches please drink a good deal of good quality water after 

listening to this CD to flush the released toxins out of the body.

Please do not drive or operate machinery whilst lis
tening to this CD.

This is a
 CPS ‘Organic’ Live Recording in Real Time of each  

Pure Sound Crystal Singing Bowl.

All rights reserved © 2017 Dean Carter. Centre for Pure Sound 
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Chromatic Scale

The Therapeutic Pure Sounds of Crystal Singing Bowls, 

applied using the Yin/Yang principles of harmony, can 

facilitate the ‘Relaxation Response’, promoting the deeper 

brainwavestates associated with inspiration, meditation,  

healing, and left-and right-brain synchrony (the ‘Divine Union’ 

of spiritual alchemy), and help re-balance, cleanse and  

re-energise the chakras and aura of the subtle body,   

whilst working on a cellular level on the physical.

Our Cycle of 5ths CD can be used in various ways. For  

instance, if you have attended a Centre for Pure Sound  

Angels of Sound playshop or a voice One to One with Dean 

you could use the appropriate track as a root note from which 

to tone up the Major Scale in your Key. And/or play and tone 

along with each individual Chakra track in your Key. Or 

relax and listen to any individual track, or all the tracks to 

experience a Soundbath covering the full spectrum of tones 

taking you ‘across the universe’ of sound.

Physically Pure Sound has a very strong detoxifying effect, to avoid 

headaches please drink a good deal of good quality water after 

listening to this CD to flush the released toxins out of the body.

Please do not drive or operate machinery whilst listening to this CD.

This is a CPS ‘Organic’ Live Recording in Real Time of each  

Pure Sound Crystal Singing Bowl.

All rights reserved © 2017 Dean Carter. Centre for Pure Sound 

THERAPEUTIC PURE SOUNDS OF CRYSTAL BOWLS IN THE

 to re-balance and re-energise your body, mind and spirit  

with musician and facilitator of sound healing  

Dean Carter (MA Oxon)
www.centreforpuresound.org
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Cycle of 4ths

The Therapeutic Pure Sounds of Crystal Singing Bowls, 
applied using the Yin/Yang principles of harmony, can 

facilitate the ‘Relaxation Response’, promoting the deeper 
brainwavestates associated with inspiration, meditation,  

healing, and left-and right-brain synchrony (the ‘Divine Union’ 
of spiritual alchemy), and help re-balance, cleanse and  

re-energise the chakras and aura of the subtle body,   
whilst working on a cellular level on the physical.

Our Cycle of 4ths CD can be used in various ways. For  
instance, if you have attended a Centre for Pure Sound  

Angels of Sound playshop or a voice One to One with Dean 
you could use the appropriate track as a root note from which 
to tone up the Major Scale in your Key. And/or play and tone 

along with each individual Chakra track in your Key. Or 
relax and listen to any individual track, or all the tracks to 

experience a Soundbath covering the full spectrum of tones 
taking you ‘across the universe’ of sound.

Physically Pure Sound has a very strong detoxifying effect, to avoid 
headaches please drink a good deal of good quality water after 
listening to this CD to flush the released toxins out of the body.

Please do not drive or operate machinery whilst listening to this CD.

This is a CPS ‘Organic’ Live Recording in Real Time of each  
Pure Sound Crystal Singing Bowl.

All rights reserved © 2017 Dean Carter. Centre for Pure Sound 

THERAPEUTIC PURE SOUNDS OF CRYSTAL BOWLS IN THE

 to re-balance and re-energise your body, mind and spirit  
with musician and facilitator of sound healing  

Dean Carter (MA Oxon)

www.centreforpuresound.org

Cycle of 4ths

www.centreforpuresound.org

 At the Centre for Pure Sound 
we believe that the subtle 
body of each of us vibrates at 
a different frequency, so while 
one person’s Root Chakra 
can be represented by C, 
another’s will be C#, another’s 
D, and so on. If you’ve ever 
had a 1-2-1 Soundbath with 
Dean or been to an ANGELS 
OF SOUND Voice Playshop 
you will know your key, and if 
you haven’t, come and book 
in on one, now!

These CDs can also be played 
as ‘background’ knowing you 
will then be being tuned up 
with your own key notes. 

Look out for our NEW Full 
Soundbath, the equivalent of 
one of our live Divine Union 
Soundbaths, on sale 2018.

• These are CPS ‘Organic’ Live Recordings in  
Real Time of each Pure Sound Crystal Singing Bowl. 

The above CDs feature all 12 bowls  
played in the Chromatic scale, Cycle of 4ths and Cycle of 5ths  

for further Soundbath journeys and meditations. 

PAYMENT all CD’s are £12 plus P&P.  
email Dean via: ahiahel@live.com


